Welcome to Atlanta Pagan Pride Day 2018!
I am wishing you all a wonderful day! Today is a day to learn about, and celebrate some of the
rich and diverse set of practices, traditions, belief systems which take place within the greater
Atlanta area. Remember to be kind to one another. Especially in times of stress, it is
important to connect with your community.
We are happily hosting a food drive for the Atlanta Community Food Bank. This is an
opportunity for Atlanta pagans to share the harvest with the
Thank you for attending and for adding your positive energy to the day!
Blessings, Lady Arden
Atlanta Pagan Pride Coordinator

Entertainment, Rituals, Presentations, & Classes
10AM – Meet the Druids – Grove of the Red Earth (ADF) – On the Playground
Come meet ADF Druids and find out about their practice.

11AM- The Mabinogion – Arthur Hinds – On the Playground
Join Arthur for a bardic exploration of the Mabinogion

11AM – The Wicca – Lady Morrigu, House of Ravenwood– In the Classroom
An introductory class for beginners or those wanting information on the Craft focusing on the spiritual aspects of who we
are, what we do and believe.

11AM – Light Matter – In the Entertainment Room
12PM - Harvest Ritual – The Grove of the Red Earth, ADF – On the Playground
We will be honoring harvest goddess of the three different cultures embraced by the grove. We will be giving worship to
harvest goddesses from the Celtic, Greek, and Norse pantheons. The ritual consists of giving offerings to the deities
invited to join us, as well as to each person’s individual gods and goddesses. Everyone is invited to attend and take part.
Our rituals are very participatory, with each person free to be as involved as suits individual preference. The grove will
provide materials for offerings available to be used by all.

1PM – Spiral Rhythm - Music– In the Entertainment Room
1PM – Magickal Cooking – Silver Fire Panther – In the Classroom
Recipes for Healing based on Hearth Craft. This class talks about the different herb properties both magicakal and
mundane. We will be discussing the best herbs for digestion for upset stomachs, anxiety calming teas, and many other
things. Come with a note book to write down recipes and come have some fun learning about Hearth Craft and Kitchen
Witchery.

2PM – The Art of Sigil Witchery – Laura Tempest Zakroff – In the Classroom
Sigils are magical symbols that are designed to influence ourselves and the world around us. Explore a fresh, innovative
and intuitive approach to crafting your own designs. Tracing through history, art, and culture, we’ll look at the basic
elements that make up all symbols, consider meanings, and see how to safely and respectfully incorporate them into your
own personal practice. Bring a writing implement and notebook.

2PM – Gardening for Beginners – Amy Payson – On the Playground
Gardening for beginners with a focus on edible and medicinal herbs and a Q&A session for all skill levels.

2:30PM – Arthur Hinds and The Round Table – Music – In the Entertainment Room
3PM – Tarot Reversals – Karen Roman – In the Classroom
If you have never used Reversed cards in reading Tarot, you’ll get a few ideas about when you should (we’ll even cover a
few ideas about when you shouldn’t). If you are already using Reversed cards in readings, we’ll give you a few new ways
to interpret them. Open the doors on a whole new dimension of interacting with the cards we know and love. 3:00PM –

Rune Chant – Timothy H. Patton – On the Playground
RUNEDOG ART’s Timothy H. Patton, author of “The Language of Secrets, Interpreting the Runes of the Elder Futhark
in Verse,” will offer a brief discussion of the history of runes and their applications for the modern practitioner. Timothy
will then lead an audience-participation rune chant, as an example of how contemporary pagans can “Send” runic energy
with the collective will of a group.

4PM – The Mechainist and the Star Goddess – Music – In the Entertainment Room
4PM – Crystal Basics – Lady Eanna Sofya – In the Classroom
We will explore crystals that help to keep the Mind, Body, and Spirit balanced on a day to day basis.

4PM - Interplay– Jennifer Dodson – On the Playground
InterPlay is based in a series of incremental forms using movement, spoken word, and music that allow participants to
express themselves and have fun. It’s a practice that affirms the good in people and encourages all ages to enjoy relaxing
play and connections with people. Above all, InterPlay is fun! There’s no right or wrong way to do InterPlay, so you can’t
do it wrong.

5PM – Traditional World Dance – Kira Lang – In the Classroom
Traditional World Dance moves used by common people (not trained dance performers) you can use in your everyday
spiritual practice, group energy raising, and for performance.
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